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INTRODUCTION 

The modern society needs trained teachers to be integrated to the educational 

field in order to respond to the requirements and Standards of quality proposed in the 

National curriculum; teachers must have pedagogical and didactic domain to develop 

students’ skills, these skills will help them to face new challenges where the English 

language leads on the most of the today´s globalized world activities. 

In English teaching to get learners achieve an acceptable pronunciation is not 

easy, we must have in mind that the teaching and learning of a new language implies 

a big challenge for teachers and at the same time for students, even though the 

student receives basic education on English language from elementary school, it 

becomes complex because it is introduced in different circumstances in relation to 

how we learn our mother tongue which is made as a natural process. 

The achievement of this Academic work as a previous stage for the teaching 

certification, help to demonstrate our ability to solve problems that arise in English 

language teaching, its development has as starting point the following problem: In an 

English class of third year of Baccalaureate the students do not master properly the 

forms of plural nouns pronunciation. What strategies should teacher use in order to 

get the students recognize, use and master all forms of plural nouns? 

To solve the proposed problem, it is introduced this academic work called 

TEACHING EFFECTIVE PRONUNCIATION OF PLURAL NOUNS TO ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE LEARNERS BY USING A BIOGRAPHY DRIVEN INSTRUCTION 

STRATEGY, this work contains theoretical argument, it describes briefly the oral 

skills, a section focusing on the proficiency levels that must have students in learning 

the English language at the end of secondary level according to the Common 

European Framework of reference, besides elemental information about International 

Phonetic Alphabet, plural nouns pronunciation, in order to help to support and explain 

the nature of the object of study for a better understanding. In the same way, a 

description of Biography Driven Instruction approach and its three interrelated 

phases: activation, connection and affirmation complemented by the selected 

strategy thumb challenge to produce an effective learning of plural nouns 

pronunciation. 

Finally, this work was made by using the deductive method in the Theorical 

argumentation, the identification of the issue and its contextualization was performed 

by means of the observation technique and the inductive method to propose the 

operational methodology.  



DEVELOPMENT 

THEORETICAL ARGUMENT 

Oral Skills 

Listening. The acquisition a new language is performed by means of the 

development of the four linguistics skills, two receptive, listening and reading and two 

productive, speaking and writing. In addition, learning a language requires knowledge 

of grammar rules and exceptions. 

“Listening is a complex problem solving skill and it is more than just perception of 

the sounds. Listening includes comprehension of meaning word, phrases, clauses, 

sentences, and connected discourse”. (oxford, 1993, pág. 206). According to 

Renukadevi, “Listening has an important place in learning as it is one of the four 

major skills in language acquisition, listening contributes primarily for language 

expertise. Listening awakens awareness of the language as it is a receptive skill 

(input) that first develops in a human being. As we get to understand spoken 

language by listening it is easier to improve the other skills and gain confidence, so 

the development of listening skill becomes important for learning language and 

communication. 

Despite of this fact, this skill has certain level of complexity, the problems in 

listening were accompanied with the four following factors: the message, the 

speaker, the listener and the physical setting. (yagang, 1994). As Flowerdew & Miller 

(1996) assumed that the problems of the students were for the speed of delivery, 

new terminology and concept, difficulty in focusing and the physical environment. 

The main reasons why the learners feel listening difficult are: 

a) Lack of effort to understand each and every word while listening. Especially in L2 

acquisition they are unable transfer their L1 skill easily to a second language. 

b) Failure or laziness to build up their vocabulary gradually and this greatly reflects 

in their listening and keeps them low spirited in acquiring the language skills. 

c) Listeners problem with different pronunciation, accents as they stick to one 

particular articulation.  

d) Listener’s concentration power or listening stamina greatly influences their 

listening skills, which is not so in the case of acquiring the other language skills 



(reading, speaking and writing) even when they are carried for a longer period of 

time.  

e) Distraction by the physical setting or the environment in which listening is to be 

carried out. This becomes an added challenge for an average learner and a main 

confront even for good listeners.  

Listening activities generally induces the anxiety and stress among the learners as 

it involves the interpersonal and interpretive modes of communication in which 

he/she has to actively participate. Mainly, unlike other language skills it is not at 

learner’s control and may be done at variable speeds as it is not at the complete 

control of the listener at all settings”. (Renukadevi.D, 2014); In this way, this author 

considers listening as the beginning to develop the other linguistics skills in learning 

English language. 

Speaking. This is an output skill; Brown defines it as “an interactive process of 

constructing meaning that involves producing and receiving and processing 

information skill” (Brown, 1994). Nunan David says “Many people feel that speaking 

in a new language is harder than reading, writing or listening for two reasons. First, 

unlike reading or writing, speaking happens in real time: usually the person you are 

talking to is waiting for you to speak right then. Second, when you speak, you cannot 

edit and revise what you wish to say, as you can if you are writing”. (Practical English 

Language Teaching, 2003, pág. 48) 

But the Educational reality is as Bhattacharjee says, “Most of our speaking 

materials in the texts of secondary levels are devoted to structured output activities, 

like short structured question, true false question, and fill in the blanks etc. No doubt, 

these materials are designed to integrate speaking with other skills, but if someone 

notices carefully, she/he will see each of these activities mainly focus on specific 

forms or structures of grammar. They are more like drills than like real 

communication. In structured question, as we have, only one possible answer, so 

students are having less chances in elaborating and extending their ideas. Once the 

answer is given, learners cannot talk much on that topic. More than this, giving 

answer to particular question does not reflect the language that is needed outside the 

class room in a practical situation. In real communication, participants must manage 

uncertainty about what the next person will say. But in structured question, there is 

no uncertainty about how to manage the interactions. Thus, none of these activities 



promote fluency rather they judge the ability to understand the text as a whole”. 

(Bhattacharjee, 2013) 

Having in mind all the mentioned factors in listening and speaking skills, the 

development of all the four skills will depend on teacher´s abilities to introduce 

effective didactic and pedagogical resources to the classroom in order to engage 

students in learning the second language and produce a real target language 

communication. 

National Curriculum Guidelines for English Teaching 

In our country the English curriculum is designed and aligned to the Common 

European Framework of Reference for Languages, it is an International standard that 

is used as a model for measuring the levels of comprehension and oral and written 

expression in a language. The Common European Framework defines levels of 

language proficiency that allow to check students´ progress at each stage of learning, 

basically this framework proposes a scale of six levels of language proficiency 

ranging from A1 to those in the initial stage, to the C2 level for those who can use 

language in high levels of speech.  

In the proposed problem to be resolved in this academic work, we have involved 

listening and speaking skills in students of third year of Bachelor, which according to 

the CEFR is placed in the proficiency level B1.2, an independent level which at the 

end of the school year, it is expected that students master aspects such as:  

In listening skill: 

 Understand the main points of clear standard speech on familiar matters 

regularly encountered in the public and vocational domains (e.g. services, work, 

etc.). 

 Identify both general messages and specific details within the public and 

vocational domains, provided speech is clearly articulated. 

In speaking skill: 

 Sustain a straightforward description of a subject or a variety of matters within the    

public and vocational domains rather fluently, presenting it as a linear sequence 

of points. 



 Exchange, check, and confirm information to deal with less routine situations and 

explain why a problem has occurred and give possible solutions. 

 Enter unprepared into conversations on topics that are familiar, of interest, or 

pertinent to everyday life within the public and vocational domain (e.g. work, 

current events, etc.). (Curriculum, 2014) 

Although the government makes improvements for English teaching, these 

expectations are not accomplished completely because at the end of high school 

students have deficiencies in mastering linguistics competences, situation that forces 

to teachers to make an effort in order to master all those pedagogical and didactic 

aspects that allow promoting a more efficient teaching. 

International Phonetic Alphabet 

In English teaching is elemental for teachers to domain the phonologic aspect of 

the language that they use as object of teaching because a correct pronunciation 

must be achieve in order to get students familiarize correctly with the foreign 

language that they are learning; in addition if we do not pronounce the English 

language in an appropriate manner, it will not possible a good communication, in this 

way for other people, including English natives it will not able to understand our 

speech. Obviously teachers have an enormous responsibility to provide students the 

necessary linguistic bases for learning this foreign language in a significant way. 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet comes from English Phonetics, this is a Linguistics 

subject. It studies the sounds of the human voice, its production and variants depend 

on the position of the different parts of speech system, it implies from the tongue to 

the throat.   

  

The phonologic system in English has 44 phonemes, 24 consonants, 12 vowels 

and 8 diphthongs; this matter is exposed in the following charts with their 

corresponding exemplification: 

 

 

 

 



                                    VOWELS:                                              CONSONANTS: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These structures contain the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) it is displayed 

at the first column of each table. The consonants are composed by 9 voiceless 

consonants: p, t, k, tʃ, s, ʃ, f, θ, h and 15 voiced consonants: b, d, g, j, l, m, n, ŋ, r, v, 

d, w, z, ʒ, dʒ. Likewise all the vowels and diphthongs are voiced. The voiced sounds 

are different to voiceless ones because of the vibration in vocals cords.  

 

 

IPA Examples 

ʌ cup, luck 

ɑ: arm, father 

æ cat, black  

e met, bed   

ə away, cinema   

ɜ:ʳ turn, learn  

ɪ  hit, sitting 

i: see, heat  

ɒ  hot, rock  

ɔ: call, four  

ʊ put, could  

u: blue, food  

DIPHTONGS: 

aɪ five, eye 

aʊ now, out 

eɪ say, eight 

oʊ go, home  

ɔɪ boy, join 

eəʳ where, air  

ɪəʳ near, here  

ʊəʳ pure, tourist   

  

IPA Examples 

b bad, lab 

d did, lady 

f find, if 

g give, flag 

h how, hello 

j yes, yellow 

k cat, back 

l leg, little 

m man, lemon 

n no, ten 

ŋ sing, finger 

p pet, map 

r red, try  

s sun, miss 

ʃ she, crash 

t tea, getting  

tʃ check, church 

θ think, both 

ð this, mother 

v voice, five 

w wet, window 

z zoo, lazy 

ʒ pleasure, vision 

dʒ just, large 

 

 



Plural Nouns pronunciation.  

A noun is a generic name we give to a word which names a person, place, object, 

thing, concept or event. The most of the time in writing we just add the letter “s” to 

form plural nouns, such as: 

  

 

 

 

Plural can be regular or irregular, obviously the irregular plural change its structure 

significantly. 

Regular Plural Nouns. With respect to the pronunciation of regular plural nouns, this 

aspect falls into three classes, not always it will sound in the same way with the 

typical “s” sound. It will depend upon the sound that ends the singular form, it is 

important to have in mind whether this sound is a sibilant (ɨz), voiced (z) or voiceless 

(s) sound. (Susan Ehrlich, Peter Avery, 2013, págs. 49-50).  

There are three rules are applicable to all nouns that have the regular plural endings: 

Plural rule: 

A. If a noun ends with /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/, / tʃ /, or /dʒ / (a sibilant sound), the plural is 

pronounced /ɨz/.                           

kiss /ˈkɪs/ kisses /ˈkɪsɨz/ 

phase /ˈfeɪz/ phases /ˈfeɪzɨz/ 

dish /ˈdɪʃ/ dishes /ˈdɪʃɨz/ 

massage /məˈsɑːʒ/ massages 
/məˈsɑːʒɨz/ or 

/ˈmæsɑːʒɨz/ 

witch /ˈwɪtʃ/ witches /ˈwɪtʃɨz/ 

judge /ˈdʒʌdʒ/ judges /ˈdʒʌdʒɨz/ 

                        The spelling adds -es, or -s if the singular already ends in -e:                                                                                        

B If the noun ends with a voiceless sound, (other than a sibilant) —/p/, /t/, /k/, /f/ 

(sometimes) or /θ/— the plural is pronounced /s/. 

 

 

 

 

lap Laps /læps/ 

cat Cats /kæts/ 

clock clocks /klɒks/ 

cuff cuffs /kʌfs/ 

death deaths /dɛθs/ 

Student – students 

Boy – boys 

House – houses 

Book – books 

 

 



 C If a noun ends with a voiced sound, including vowels, the plural is pronounced /z/.                            

boy boys /bɔɪz/ 

girl Girls /ɡɜrlz/ 

chair chairs /tʃɛərz/ 

 

Irregular Plural Nouns. In English, there are hundreds of nouns that don’t follow the 

standard rules for pluralization. There are no easy ways to remember them, so they 

generally have to be memorized. 

person = people mouse = mice 

child = children foot = feet 

goose = geese tooth = teeth 

louse = lice cactus = cacti 

appendix = appendices ox =oxen 

knife = knives loaf = loaves 

shelf = shelves wolf = wolves 

Man = men Woman = women  

  

Biography- Driven Instruction Approach 

Biography Driven Instruction (BDI) “was created based on the understanding that 

education was suffering due to teacher-centered approaches that neglect students' 

full body of knowledge, which are manifested in their culture, prior experiences, 

learning style, and numerous other aspects, so it is possible to create an inclusive 

environment in class. Biography driven is centered in four interrelated dimensions: 

Socio-cultural, Linguistics, Cognitive and Academic; the study of these four 

dimensions helps teacher to understand the academic and linguistics growth and 

abilities of culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students”. (Socorro Herrera, 

Kevin Murry, 2011) , By using BDI it is possible to recognize the prior knowledge of 

students in order to use it as a basis for learning new information.  

In the U.S.A experts claim that it has proven successful in both ESL and EFL 

settings due to its “engaging” and inclusive nature. Consequently, it is safe to say 

that BDI can be positively and effectively implemented in our local classrooms. In 

Kansas State University, Socorro Herrera, Melissa A. Holmes and Shabina 

Kavimandan proposed a Framework for Linguistics and Academic Development in 

http://grammarist.com/grammar/nouns/


BDI based on three strategies or interrelated lesson phases: Activation (before), 

Connection (during), and Affirmation (after). In each of these phases, the teacher 

assumes different roles that work together to support student learning. The 

subsequent section provides a brief overview of these phases of the lesson.  

Activation phase. In the Activation phase, the teacher uses activities and prompts 

that have been purposefully designed to access the knowledge and experiences that 

students bring to the topic and/or key vocabulary of the lesson. The importance of 

activating and pre assessing this existing knowledge is well documented for different 

authors such as: Bauer, Manyak, Herrera; Murry, Cabral, Smith, Roschelle, etc. The 

term background knowledge is sometimes used to refer to this accumulation of 

knowledge. When implementing BDI, teachers explicitly encourage students to 

document their funds of knowledge (home) (Moll et al., 1992), prior knowledge 

(community), and academic knowledge (school). These three knowledge systems 

together comprise a student’s background knowledge. (Herrera, 2010) 

Connection phase. In this phase the teacher serves as a facilitator for student 

learning. He or she promotes the engagement of students, builds classroom 

community, and supports their retention of new material by highlighting connections 

between the prior knowledge and the new knowledge. The Connection phase allows 

students to confirm and/or disconfirm predictions about the topic, concepts, and key 

vocabulary that were made in the Activation phase. They deepen their understanding 

of the content by utilizing text, peers, teacher, and other resources. During this 

phase, students interpret, question, analyze, discuss, evaluate, synthesize, and 

create. They are provided structured opportunities to apply and practice knowledge, 

skills, and processes in ways that integrate listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 

Although there is time for individual work and whole-group instruction, pairs and 

small groups often provide students with the most support. 

Affirmation phase. In the Affirmation phase of the lesson, the teacher uses 

authentic assessment (Diaz-Rico & Weed & Miller, 2005) to document student 

progress, keeping in mind the varying linguistic and academic starting points of the 

learners in the classroom. The teacher affirms the progress made at both the 

individual and collective levels. In this context, every aspect of content-area learning 

and language acquisition is worthy of celebration in the classroom. The teacher, 



acting as an agent of affirmation, supports students in recognizing ways in which 

their background knowledge provided a foundation for their construction of new 

learning and understanding. Students gain opportunities to reflect on and discuss 

ways in which they maintained or revised their schemas to account for new learning. 

(Herrera, S.G., Holmes, M.A., Kavimandan, S.K, 2012)  

Thumb Challenge Strategy.  

The Thumb Challenge allows learners to practice language through interaction 

and to support each other in extending understanding of the target vocabulary or 

concepts. During strategy implementation, the teacher has the opportunity to 

informally assess learning by observing student interactions. 

 

Benefits to Students. Provides a great review/assessment activity for students 

across content areas; students do not have to rely on their ability to write their 

responses. Instead, they can state them orally; the fact that students can challenge 

each other at any point stretches them to a higher cognitive level as they must justify 

their response; the focus is on engaging students and moving beyond factual 

knowledge to demonstrate learning in a participatory manner. Such participation 

makes thinking public and extends student learning.  

Directions 

Take two sentence strips or a piece of paper and write the key vocabulary words or 

critical concepts on sentence strips or sides of the paper. If sentence strips are used  



tape them together after the vocabulary words have been written on them. 

 Make sure to write the same words/key concepts on both sides so the students 

are practicing the same words. 

 Have students sit facing each other, with the sentence strips/paper between 

them. 

 Ask both students to hold the sentence strips/paper together with a thumb and 

index finger with a thumb on the first word on each side. (Note: The words should be 

the same and in the same order for both students. For example, Alliteration would be 

the first word on the strips shown at the left.) 

 Have one student start by reading the first word/concept and then stating the 

definition/meaning of the word/concept. 

 If the student who began first struggles or does not know a word/concept, the 

other student starts sharing from the very first word. As the second student shares 

his or her definition/meaning, the first student’s comprehension is stretched to the 

next level. 

 If the second student cannot complete the words/concepts, the first student 

begins again with the first word. 

The student who finishes first is the winner. (Herrera S. , 2010, pág. 162)  

METODOLOGY TO SOLVE THE PRACTICAL DIMENSION OF THE EXAM 

Practical reactive to solve: 

In an English class of third year of Baccalaureate the students do not master 

properly the forms of plural nouns pronunciation. What strategies should teacher use 

in order to get the students recognize, use and master all forms of plural nouns? 

Ambit to which belong the problem: 

English as a foreign Language; listening and speaking skills are involved. 

Background of the problem: 

I have been observing the learning process of the English language almost four 

years by means of the teaching practices achieved in different educational Institution 



and as a result I deduce that it is evident the low levels of competence that students 

get in learning English language when it is necessary to consider they start at a 

young age to study this language, from elementary school, highlighting the 

importance of learning it in order to reach high levels of competitiveness according to 

the requirements of our modern society.  

Although our Government makes improvements for English teaching, the 

linguistics deficiencies are evident. In the case to solve, are implicit the two oral skills, 

listening and speaking, it is important to highlight the listening skill because previous 

to speak a language is essential to listen it, by the way, that is just the manner in 

which we learn our mother tongue. After analyzing the situation in a generalized way, 

it is easy to understand a variety of factors that produce this problem. For instance, 

some teachers when teaching English language are obligated to reduce the usage of 

this foreign language because of the low levels of listening understanding that 

students demonstrate in the most of the English classes, in addition the usage of 

technological resources with audio has the same level of difficulty, these situations 

origin a delay in developing the listening skill. 

With respect to speaking skill, among students appears a state of frustration 

because they not always can master the English pronunciation correctly. In the same 

way, the lack of a real linguistics immersion in the learning process produces in 

students delays in developing speaking skill because students almost ever are 

involved in mechanical situations which are implicit in many of the tasks of the books 

used. In spite of these situations, there may be a variety of factors that delay learning 

the English language skills, such as the lack of motivation by the teacher, the 

existence of teachers poorly trained in this educational area, the lack of educational 

and technological resources, etc.   



Description of the operational methodology 

In order to apply an alternative of solution to the problem, I propose this Academic 

work called TEACHING EFFECTIVE PRONUNCIATION OF PLURAL NOUNS TO 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS BY USING A BIOGRAPHY DRIVEN 

INSTRUCTION STRATEGY, for giving the class, It will be used the Activation, 

connection and Affirmation phases of Biography Driven Instruction approach, for that 

reason the class will have three phases, having in mind that grammar structures are 

implicit as principal point, so these strategies will help to connect the prior 

grammatical knowledge of the student as a basis to input the new knowledge of 

different nature, but related intimately, this is the plural noun pronunciation. 

 In the Activation stage, the teacher will elicit the students’ prior knowledge about 

the previous lesson (How to convey singular nouns into plurals) by means of 

performing plural nouns exercises on the board, in this phase teacher will act as an 

observer. 

 In the Connection phase the teacher will introduce the new topic “plural nouns 

pronunciation” by using those exercises from the first phase in order to connect the 

prior knowledge with the new information, beside teacher will use a poster with the 

corresponding grammatical rules to use “S”, “IZ”, and “Z” sounds of plural noun and 

introducing several examples where students will be involved in the pronunciation 

drill. Moreover teacher will form pair work and will give them small flashcards with 

nouns in plural in order to the students arrange them on the board according to the 

corresponding plural sound, at the end of this process, teacher will check the 

students’ performance. 

  In the Affirmation phase, the teacher will introduce the Thumb challenge 

strategy, by means of the use of words on strips, this activity will help to strengthen 

the recently acquired knowledge.  

Aspect to be considered: 

Phonetic symbols won´t be taught to avoid confusing to students, and considering 

information issued on a paper which provides both linguistic and pedagogical 

arguments for excluding exercises focused on the voicing variation of plural nouns (s) 

(z). (Toth, 2005)  



Results 

By using the Biography Driven approach, students are able to get a significant 

learning based on the prior knowledge. In addition is important to stand out all those 

positive aspects in which students are involved into the three phases interrelated of 

the lesson: activation, connection and affirmation. As results, we have: 

 In activation phase, students uncover their background knowledge and are able 

to determine their weakness and strengths in the domain of a lesson. 

 In the Connection phase, students relate their known knowledge to the new 

knowledge introduced by the teacher producing a meaningful learning. 

 In the affirmation phase, students celebrate their learning by means of the thumb 

challenge strategy and showing each other how much they have learnt. 

 By employing of a set of participating and recreational activities, in which the 

students are encouraged into the learning process, help them in a significant manner 

to develop the oral skills instead mechanical situations.  

  



CONCLUSION 

Being an English teacher implies to make an effort day by day in order to master all 

those pedagogical and didactic aspects to promote a more efficient teaching because 

students almost ever demonstrates difficulties in learning this foreign language. With 

respect to the pronunciation of English language, there are important elements that 

delay the linguistics development in students, such as the low levels of the practice in 

the production of the sounds, so this affects the pronunciation. The path to the 

success can be achieved by the daily practice, for this reason is important to transmit 

in students the need of practicing all that they learn in the leaning process, through 

repetitive activities, but very significant, no doubt this process will allow them to be 

familiarized with the English language in order to encourage the competitive factor in 

students for a better development in the modern society.   
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